MEETINGS TO DATE: 14
NO. OF REGULARS: 13

AGENDA
VILLAGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF DEPEW
October 23, 2017 7:00PM

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
INVOCATION – Pastor Christopher Baldwin from the Vine
NOTIFICATION OF FIRE EXITS
ROLL CALL:
   Trustee Jakubowski -
   Trustee Bukowiecki -
   Trustee Hamernik-
   Trustee Peterson -
   Mayor Nikonowicz –

APPROVE VILLAGE BOARD MINUTES – October 10, 2017
ACCEPT ZONING BOARD MINUTES – October 12, 2017
  1. Jessica Raimondo - 34 Anthony Dr. Retaining wall and fence - Approved with Stipulations
  2. Zsolt Viadra - 159 Kiefer Ave. - Shed near the property line – approved with stipulations.
  4. Justin & Nicole Rosinski for the property at 290 Columbia Ave. - Extend driveway 2 feet to the neighbors side – Approved

PUBLIC COMMENT – AGENDA ITEMS ONLY
  1. Public Hearing – CDBG
  2. Authorize – Sign CDBG County
  3. Appoint – Part Time Recreation
  4. Permission – Sign $5,000 Grant
  5. Permission – Training Code Enforcement Officers
  6. Tobacco Reform Resolution
  7. Authorize – Non-Union Longevity
  8. Permission Fire– Shelter Fire
  9. Permission Fire - Shed Fire
 10. Permission Fire –
 11. Permission Fire - Members
 12. Employment Applications: Recreation Dept. – Arcadio Alfaro, Melissa Green, Jayden Zajac, Emily Sierk, Michaela Sugg, Zachary Bridges
 13. Department Head Reports: Building – August September, Fire – September, Police – September
 14. Unfinished and Other Business: September Tax Task Force Minutes
 15. Public Concerns and Comments
 16. Claims and Accounts
 17. Adjournment